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ABSTRACT

India has the second largest subscriber base for mobile telephones

and the second largest manufacturer of mobile phones in the world.

Over 98 per cent of the telecom subscribers use imported mobile phones

given the fact that India has no major domestic mobile phone

manufacturers, this growth in demand has been serviced through imports

of mobile phones from abroad.  Increased imports of mobile phones

have contributed to a widening of India’s trade deficit. In order to reverse

this, the government has put in place a number of policy instruments to

incentivize the domestic manufacturing of mobile phones. The paper

undertakes a critical analysis of the empirical evidence available to see

how far this policy has succeeded in creating and growing a domestic

mobile phone manufacturing industry. The ensuing analysis shows that

there has been indeed a spike in domestic manufacturing of mobile

phones leading to significant reductions in its imports. However it is

also shown that the domestically manufactured phones are dependent,

crucially, on imports of parts making the industry highly import

dependent. This high import dependence itself is actually a logical

outcome of the weak innovation capability in the domestic industry.The

weak innovation capability itself can be traced to the country not having

domestic R&D capability although it was sought to be created about

three decades ago. However this effort was not taken to its logical

extension as was in the case other countries such as Korea and China.

The analysis once again shows that history does matter in developing

technological capability in high technology industries as present

domestic manufacturing capability is a function of past innovation

capability.

Keywords: manufacturing, mobile phones, telecommunications

equipment, phased manufacturing programme, public

procurement, import dependence, patenting

JEL Classification: L96, N65, O32, O34, O38
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Introduction

Over the last several years, the country has been concerned with

increasing the size of its manufacturing sector to at least a quarter of her

GDP. This was sought to be accomplished first through a manufacturing

strategy and specifically since 2014 through the Make in India

programme. Nagaraj (2019) has shown that the latter programme while

improving India’s ranking in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business

has failed to improve the performance of the manufacturing sector or

improve the technological capability as a whole. India’s widening trade

deficit in manufactured good and in technology payments are enough

empirical proof to show that the programme is yet to deliver. Further

manufacturing employment has also been a casualty. Our dependence

on both MNCs and on imported components and parts have increased

in the recent past. In fact, since liberalization of India’s industrial sector,

import dependence of the sector has been on the rise (Mani 1991,

Chaudhuri, 2013). A manufacturing industry where this is clearly evident

is in the domestic manufacture of mobile phones. Misra and Shankar

(2019) have done an empirical analysis to show that India’s

consumption-driven imports of fully assembled mobile phones have

been transformed to production-induced imports of parts for

manufacturing mobile phones domestically. This transformation is then

hailed as a desirable outcome of the recent policy attempts to increase

the size and content of India’s domestic manufacturing industry,

especially in electronics products and telecommunications equipment

in particular.
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The paper is structured into four sections. Section 1 outlines the

motivation for the study. Section 2 surveys the trends in domestic

manufacturing and imports and also examines the direction with respect

to import dependence of the industry. Section 3 provides an explanation

as to why the domestic innovation capability has remained stultified,

leading to continued import dependence of the sector. Finally, section

4 sums up the main findings of the study.

1. Motivation: India has become one of the largest markets for

telecommunications equipment in the world. The total number of telecom

subscribers in the country is 1.16 billion (as on March 31, 2019)1. During

2017-18, on an average, very nearly 6 million subscribers were added

per month. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Average number of subscribers per month, 2002 through
2018
Source: Computed from Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (various

issues)

1 See Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (2019).
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This implies that there is a growing demand for

telecommunications equipment of various types in the country like

mobile handsets, transmission towers, Internet gear etc. Although right

through the beginning the country has sought to build manufacturing

and innovation capability in telecom equipment, studies have shown

that these capabilities are largely in the arena of fixed-line telephones

and not in mobile communication equipment (Mani, 2012). For the

latter, the country has been relying on imports primarily from China,

which by all accounts has been increasing significantly. Imports of

telecom equipment have been rising since early 2000 and resulting in

an ever-increasing trade deficit (Figure 2). In fact, the trade deficit is

almost equivalent to the imports implying that the country hardly exports

any telecom equipment. In fact, the growing imports of telecom

equipment especially at a time when demand for it has been growing

brings to the table two important implications:

Figure 2: Growing trade deficit in telecommunications equipment,
1996 through 2018
Source: Computed from UN COMTRADE.
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i.  Telecom equipment is one of those industries, which has been

targeted for import substitution right through the period since

independence. This policy of import substitution manifested itself

in reserving telecom equipment to the exclusive preserve of public

sector enterprises. In fact, the state-owned undertaking, ITI, was

one of the first public sector enterprises established by

independent India. This policy received a fillip when the

government set up a dedicated stand-alone public laboratory in

the name of Centre for Development of Telematics (C-DOT) to

develop a family of digital switching equipment, which was

consistent with the usage pattern. However, this policy of extreme

government intervention resulted in some technological

capability building in telecom equipment of the fixed-line variety.

However, no capability was developed or evolved in mobile

communication technology, which took the telecom market like

a storm from the late 1990s.  The Indian case is in sharp contrast to

other Asian countries such as Korea and now China, both of which

have effectively transformed their innovation capability in fixed-

line telecom technology to mobile communication technology.

Subsequently, both the countries have become important

manufacturers of mobile phones in the world.

ii.     As could be seen from Figure 1, this was also the time when the

market for mobile communications equipment increased quite

significantly. Consequent to this lack of technological capability,

especially in the conceptualization, design and manufacture of

especially mobile communication equipment was the excessive

reliance on imports and that too from China to meet this ever-

growing domestic demand. In fact imports of telecommunications

equipment is an important item in import of electronic equipment

to India, which has been responsible for the burgeoning trade

deficit of the country. This has necessitated the government to

put in place an important policy of hastening domestic
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manufacturing of especially electronics hardware in general and

telecommunications equipment in particular.

In order to capitalize on this growing market for

telecommunications equipment, the government has been trying to

establish a domestic hub of sorts for domestic manufacturing of mobile

phones and parts.  Of the various policies which had stated the creation

of a domestic manufacturing hub for telecom equipment, the most direct

one was the National Telecom Policy of 2012 which had stated in its

mission that India should be made a global hub for telecom equipment

manufacturing and a centre for converged communication services.

Following this, a wide range of explicit and implicit policies was put in

place for achieving this goal. The earlier policy on manufacturing

strategy and the Make in India programme put in place since 2014 may

have resulted in increased domestic manufacturing.

 In the context, the purpose of the paper is to see how far the

country has become a hub for manufacturing telecom equipment.  In the

process, we also analyse the policies that were implemented to enable

the country to become one.

2.   Progress with Respect to Domestic Manufacturing of Mobile

Phones: We first discuss the policies that were put in place to incentivize

and encourage domestic manufacturing of mobile phones. This is

followed by a discussion of actual policy outcomes.

2. 1. Specific Policies for Making India a Domestic Manufacturing
Hub

In the more recent period, serious attempts at promoting a domestic

telecommunications equipment manufacturing industry in the country

could be traced to two broad sets of policies. First is the general policy

of liberalizing Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) in the

telecommunications sector which seems to have encouraged, among

other favourable factors such as the growing domestic market for telecom
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equipment, a number of leading telecom equipment MNCs to set up

manufacturing facilities in the country. Examples of this are Ericsson,

Samsung, LG, and contract manufacturers like Hon Hai, Flextronics and

Elcoteq. Second, are two policy instruments specifically targeted at

domestic manufacturing of telecom equipment and also simultaneously

reducing the import content of what is being manufactured domestically.

These two are contained in the National Telecom Policy of 2012, the

National Manufacturing Policy of 2012. The recently announced

National Electronics Policy, 2019 has further emphasized this aspect.

We will briefly survey these policies.

• Liberalization of FDI with respect to Telecommunications

Equipment: Although this policy was directed more to the firms,

which distribute telecommunications services, the general policy

of incentivizing investments by MNCs in India, was helpful for

a number of telecom equipment MNCs to set up a manufacturing

facility in India.  MNCs turn their attention to India on account

of two reasons: (i) Markets elsewhere are nearing saturation; and

(ii) India has a growing significant market for telecommunications

equipment in general and mobile handsets in particular.The

country has attracted a cumulative sum of USD 33 billion as FDI

in telecommunications industry during the period 2010-11

through 2018-19. However much of it is in the distribution of

telecommunications segment rather than in manufacturing. Some

of the leading manufacturers such as Samsung has set up its

manufacturing plant in the country.

• The Preferential Market Access Policy of October 2012 for

domestically manufactured telecom equipment: The policy in

its raw form reads thus:

“Any Ministry or Department will procure minimum percentage

of their telecom product requirement fulfilling minimum value addition

prescribed against each item. For all the Ministries or Departments
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(except the Ministry of Defence) of Government and the agencies under

their administrative control and for all Government funded telecom

projects (eg.,  and projects funded by Universal Service Obligation

Fund like National Optical Fibre Network etc.), the list of telecom

products indicating preferential market access and criteria to qualify

as domestically manufactured product year-wise is has been made. The

Preferential Market Access (PMA) and Value Addition (VA) indicated

against each year are the minimum and efforts should be made by

domestic manufacturers to achieve higher value addition” The formula

for calculation of value addition for telecom products shall also be as

notified by Department of Electronics and Information Technology

from time to time. All the telecom products which do not meet the

minimum value addition criterion for that year shall be treated as

imported telecom products and dealt accordingly.Further, wherever

the domestically manufactured telecom products are procured under

this policy by a Government Ministry or Department or an agency

thereof or for telecom products, such procurement shall be subject to

matching of L1 price and on satisfying technical specifications of the

tender. In case of the domestic manufacturer is not lowest bidder (L1),

the specified part of the tender would be awarded to the lowest technically

qualified domestic manufacturer, subject to matching with L1 price, if

such bidder is available. The remaining part will be awarded to L1

bidder” (Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, 2012)

It is of course not clear whether public procurement will work for

mobile handsets as these are not usually purchased by government

departments, but by private individuals and institutions. In any case in

the past, as Mani (2005) has shown the way the public technology is

practised in the telecom arena, this policy may not have a significant

effect in driving domestic manufacturing.

The Phased Manufacturing Programme: (PMP) for mobile handsets

and related sub-assemblies/ components manufacturing has been
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implemented with the objective of progressively increasing the domestic

value addition for establishment of a robust Cellular mobile handsets

manufacturing eco-system2.

Hitherto, local sourcing of components which account for over

90 per cent of the bill of materials is very low (Table 1). This means that

despite the existence of PMP, dependence on imported parts is still

quite significant. In fact, as Table 2 shows, the ratio of imports of parts to

those of mobile phones have been steadily increasing and in 2018 it

was little over three times.

Increased Customs duty on Imported Mobile Phones: In the Union

Budget speech of 2018-193, the customs duty on mobile phones has

been raised again from 15 percent to 20 percent. The rationale for this

increase is aimed at increasing the local manufacturing of mobile phones

in India, as those devices do not come under this duty and can, therefore,

be sold much more cheaply. The government first announced a duty of

10 percent in July 2017. Subsequently, it was raised to 15 per cent in

December 2017.

National Digital Communications Policy 2018: The policy has a

number of provisions for incentivizing domestic manufacturing by

focusing on technology and innovation. This is to a certain extent to be

achieved by encouraging the insertion of India into the global value

chain for mobile phones. Following are the specific policy provisions

for achieving this objective:

Maximising India’s contribution to global value chains, by

focusing on domestic production, increasing exports and reducing the

import burden, by:

2 Details of the PMP can be found at Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology (2017).

3 See Ministry of Finance (2018), paragraph 60, p. 32.
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i. Rationalising taxes, levies and differential duties to incentivize

local  manufacturing of equipment, networks and devices to the

extent of domestic value addition

ii. Introducing Phased Manufacturing Program for identified product

segments in Digital Communication Technologies

iii. Attracting and incentivizing Global OEMs and Generic

Component players to setup manufacturing base in India

iv. Ensuring the availability of essential background IPR in Fair,

Reasonable  And Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms required

for promoting local manufacturing

v. Promoting design-led manufacturing in India by leveraging

indigenous software/R&D capabilities

vi.  Incentivizing fab and/or fab-less design and manufacturing of

chips and system on a chip (SOC) for network and devices in

emerging technologies

vii. Attracting global talent from Indian diaspora to create best in

class enterprises

viii.  Incentivizing private operators to buy domestic telecom products

However, this policy has merely repeated some elements of

previous policies.

Recommendations by Telecom Regulatory Authority of India

According to TRAI (2018), “India should aim to achieve the

objective of net-zero imports of telecommunication equipment by 2022.

For this purpose, Telecom Equipment Manufacturing Council (TEMC)

should identify and recommend specific areas of priorities. The regulator

has also suggested that the Department of Telecommunications (DoT)

should monitor the progress of domestic telecom equipment
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manufacturing and a dedicated unit should be set up for facilitating

equipment design and development''.

For promoting research, innovation, design, testing and

certification of telecom equipment, Telecom Research and Development

Fund with an initial corpus of Rs 10 billion should be created.

Subsequently, TRAI also recommended the creation of two funds,

namely the Telecom Entrepreneurship Promotion Fund (TEPF) and

Telecom Manufacturing Promotion Fund (TMPF). Further, it also

recommended the establishment of a Telecommunication Equipment

Development Board (TEDB) under DoT for faster decision making on

funding and incentives. However, there is no evidence to show that any

of the recommendations have actually been implemented.

Admittedly the policies are of recent vintage and given the lags

in project implementation may take a number of years before a clear

perceptible picture on increased domestic manufacturing of

telecommunications equipment is visible. Nevertheless based on the

data for the last 7 years at least, we can sketch the shape of things to

come. This is presented below.

2. 2   The Policy Outcome

In order to verify whether there is increased domestic

manufacturing of telecom equipment, we require data on domestic output

of essentially mobile phone handsets and the parts which are used for

domestic assembling of these phones. Further,  we also require data on

imports of mobile handsets and parts. For production data, the most

authentic source is the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI). However,

what ASI has published is only at the 4 digit level (NIC 2008 Code:

2630) and it refers to communications equipment. For securing data on

mobile phone output, we require data at the 5 digit level (NIC 2008

Code: 26305), which is not readily available. But data on production of

mobile phone is also available for the years 2013-14 through 2017-18
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from the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (Ministry

of Electronics and Information Technology, 2018)  although it is not

immediately clear as to the original source of this data. In fact, these

data are referred to in the New Electronics Policy of 2019 as, “2017-18,

the production of Cellular mobile handsets reached approximately INR

1,32,000crore, compared to INR 18,900 crore in 2014-15. Production of

Cellular mobile handsets in volume terms reached 225 million (22.5

crore) units in 2017-18, as compared to production of 60 million (6

crore) units in 2014-15. As many as 268 manufacturing units for Cellular

mobile handsets and their parts/ components have been set up in the

country during the last 3-4 years, resulting in estimated employment for

about 6.7 lakh persons (direct and indirect)”. On the contrary data on

imports and exports of mobile phones are available from the Export-

Import Data Bank of Ministry of Commerce and Industry (https://

commerce-app.gov.in/eidb/default.asp)4

The first step in our unravelling of evidence on domestic

manufacturing of mobile phones is to compare the production data

according to the two major data sources, namely the ASI and the MEIT.

See Figure 3. Both the data are almost exactly similar in both the direction

of movement and in level as well. In fact, domestic production has been

growing, on an average, 69 per cent between 2013-14 and 2017-18.  But

the leading manufacturers of mobile phones are all foreign companies

and domestic.

4 The HS Code 851712 refers to telephone for cellular networks.
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Table 1: Progress of the PMP in mobile phone manufacturing

Period Component Duty Duty % Age Local
Structure Impleme-  Contri-  Sourcing

under ntation bution
Phased Status  to BoM

Manufac-  (Bills
turing Plan of

 Materials

2016-17 • Charges / 15%  Imple- 6% High
Adapters mented

•  Battery Pack
•  Wired Handset

2017-18 • Mechanics & Low for
Die-cut Parts mecha-

• Microphone, 15% Imple- 7% nics
Receiver mented Rest is

• Key Pad High
• USB Cable

2018-19 • PCBA 10% Imple- 62% Low
• Camera Module mented
• Connectors

2019-20 • Display  Likely Likely
Assembly·   to be to be 25% Not

• Touch Panel / Deferred  Deferred started
Cover Glass
Assembly

• Vibrator Motor/

Ringer

Source:  Counterpoint Research based on Implementation Status of
PMP,  Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology,https://
meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Implementation_ PMP_Cellular_
Mobile. pdf (accessed on June 14, 2019).
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Table 2: Ratio of imports of mobile phone parts to mobile phone
imports, 2014-19    (Values are in Billions of USD)

Mobile Phones Mobile phone Ratio of parts
 parts  to phones

2014 5.93 2.67 0.45

2015 7.95 2.84 0.36

2016 6.06 5.04 0.83

2017 3.79 7.44 1.96

2018 3.54 11.56 3.27

2019 1.16 8.71 7.51

Source: Figures 4 and 6.

Figure 3: Comparison of  data on production of mobile phones
according to ASI and Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology

Note:   Production in terms of physical units is provided in Annexure 1

Source:  Central Statistical Organization  Ministry of Electronics and

Information Technology (2018), p.78.
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This growth in domestic production has led to a significant

reduction in import of fully assembled mobile phones (Figure 4).

According to the Department of Telecommunications5, there at least 16

foreign telecom equipment manufacturers besides a few domestic ones

as well6.  In the smartphone category, which now account for over 50 per

cent of the sales of mobile phones,  all the top positions are taken up by

foreign companies and three of them being Chinese handset

manufacturers, while in feature phones the Indian manufacturer, Jio

account for about 47 per cent of the market share while the remaining

shares are accounted for by foreign manufacturers such as Samsung and

Nokia.  See Annexure 2.

Mobile phone manufacturing is spread across three major clusters.

These are Noida near the National Capital Region, Sri City and

Sriperumbudur near Chennai. See Figure 5. It appears that most of the

phones are manufactured by contract manufacturers like Foxconn and

Flextronics. Samsung is one of the few mobile phone manufacturers

having its own manufacturing facility in the country.

Incidentally,Samsung’s manufacturing facility at Noida near Delhi is

the world’s largest factory for mobile phones with an installed capacity

of about 120 million units per year.

But domestic production has been based on parts which were

imported from abroad. Imports of parts have been growing7. See Figure

6. Given the fact that production is largely based on imported inputs,

5 Please see list of 16 telecom equipment manufacturers  listed in the DOT
website: http://dot.gov.in/telecom-equipment-manufacturing

6 In a statement in the LokSabha, the government has claimed that there are
127 units manufacturing mobile handsets in the country. See Annexure 1
for details.

7 The Free Trade Agreement with ASEAN appears to have increased duty
free imports of parts from ASEAN countries such as Indonesia, Thailand
and Vietnam.
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.

the ratio of Gross Value Added to Gross Value of Output has been

declining sharply, especially during the period when domestic output

has been increasing8. See Figure 7. India has now become the second

largest mobile phone manufacturer in the world after China. The fast

track Task Force, a body under Ministry of Electronics and IT, has set a

target to achieve around 500 million mobile phone production in India

by 2019, with a value estimated to be around USD 46 billion although

this sounds too ambitious as the output during 2018-19 was USD 24.3

billion9.

8 The unit level ASI data reports data for 11 mobile phone manufacturing
units (NIC 2008 Code: 26305). Based on this dataset, the ratio of Gross
Value Added to Gross Value of Output for mobile phones has actually
declined from 0.16 in 2008-09 to 0.07 in 2014-15.

9 This claim is made by the Indian Cellular Association and reported in the
business press. See Economic Times, https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
tech/hardware/india-is-now-worlds-second-largest-mobile-phone-producer-
ica/articleshow/63566172.cms (accessed on June 21, 2019).

Figure 4: Trends in domestic production and imports of mobile
phones, 2013-14 through 2018-19

Source: Production data is from MEIT (2018)  and import data is from

DGCIS.
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According to the consultancy firm Counterpoint Research, the

PMP is running behind schedule as the implementation of customs

duties under Phase III, which targets Display Assembly, Touch Panel/

Cover Glass Assembly and Vibrator/Motor Ringer have been delayed.

See Table 1.

Figure 6: Imports of parts of mobile phones (HS Code: 851770),
2008-09 through 2018-19

Source: Compiled from Export-Import Data Bank, Ministry of Commerce

and Industry.

Figure 5: Distribution of mobile phone manufacturing units across
India

Source: Indian Cellular and Electronics Association (2019)
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Figure 7: Trends in ratio of Gross Value Added to Gross Value of
Output of communication equipment

Source: Computed from Annual Survey of Industries

3. Towards an Explanation for High Import Dependence

Countries wanting to have a manufacturing position in especially

high technology products need to have the requisite innovation

capability in those items that they are intending to manufacture

domestically. This is because possession of such innovation capability

enables the firms in the specific high technology industry to keep pace

with the technological changes in their respective domain. Mobile phone

technology has been moving very rapidly. Phones are now used just not

for communication but almost as computing equipment to serve the

needs of education, health, governance and indeed entertainment.

Mobile wireless technology has progressed from 0G to 4G and 5G is

about to be deployed in the country.

The few Indian manufacturers of mobile phones have seen their

market shares eroding and the positions vacated by them being taken

over by foreign manufacturers primarily those from China. In any case,

India did not have any serious manufacturers of mobile phones excepting
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the state-owned undertaking ITI that has not been doing well for quite

some time. In fact, ITI despite existence for over six decades has not

developed the technological capability to design and manufacture

mobile phones although it does manufacture mobile equipment such as

Base Trans Receiver Stations (BTS) in one its manufacturing units. Its

technological capability is only in Fixed Line telecom equipment the

demand of which has gone down significantly. Even for fixed-line

telecom technology, ITI has depended on licensing disembodied

technology from abroad and have a poor record of developing domestic

capability (Mani, 1992).   The few domestic manufactures (such as

Micromax, Karbonn, Lava, Spice, Intexetc.) which had sprung up, very

often assembling mobile phones on the basis of imported parts have

virtually collapsed now (See Box 1).

   Box 1: Decline of domestic handset manufacturers

Four years ago (c2014), Micromax’s office in Gurugram

was at par with the likes of Google. The multi-storeyed

building had open spaces, rooms aplenty, and even

balconies and terraces where parties could be thrown.

Today (cNovember 2018), the company operates out of a

single floor in a common office complex in Gurugram.

The once-swanky office now has only a few cabins, far

fewer employees, and is quite cramped. Incidentally, in

2014, Counterpoint Research put Micromax at the helm

of the booming Indian smartphone market. It even

surpassed Samsung and shipped more phones than any

other brand in India. In fact, home-grown smartphone

brands such as Micromax, Lava, and Intex once cornered

nearly 54% of the market share. The same brands have a

less than 10% market share in 2018.

Cont'd.........
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Source: Banerjee, Prasid (2018), Dutta, Arnab (2018).

One of the main reasons for Micromax to lose its market share was

its failure to predict and be in command of 4G technologies as over

three-quarters of its phones were in 3G. The firm had virtually no

innovation capability in mobile technology and so could not catch up

with the Chinese manufacturers. Further its sales were also affected by

demonetization (as most of its phones were in the price band of below

Rs 10000, where much of the transactions were cash-based.

India’s Failure to Create Innovation Capability in Mobile Phones

Despite such a long history of manufacturing and performing R&D

in telecommunication equipment, India has failed to develop innovation

capability in mobile communication. This failure could be traced back

to the establishment and subsequent destabilizing of an interesting

experiment in technological capability building in the form of a public

laboratory called C-DOT.

C-DOT was established in 1984 to develop a family of digital

switching equipment for fixed telephones that were consistent with the

usage pattern prevailing in the country. The public laboratory was

thought of as a knowledge-generating lab for telecommunications
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equipment, which will then transfer the generated technology to lone

public sector ITI, and a host of private sector firms. The lab was very

successful in developing digital switching equipment for smaller rural

exchanges but suffered time overruns for developing switching

equipment of larger capacity. Despite the fact that its presence made the

market for switching equipment contestable eventually leading to a

significant fall in the average price of switching equipment, the lab was

virtually closed down (Mani, 2005b)10. During the period, 1989-91,

many attempts were made to pare down the R&D activities at C-DOT.

One of these was the appointment of a committee under the chairmanship

of the then secretary to the Department of Electronics, Government of

India to evaluate the functioning of C-DOT. The committee’s report

submitted in early 1990 alleged serious irregularities and time overruns

in the large local switch equipment project. Although C-DOT effectively

answered these so-called allegations11 some of key officials were relieved

and the R7D project itself, was effectively destabilised. Mani (1995)

has attempted to show that these efforts could largely be attributed to

the ‘machinations of MNCs’, whose market in the country was challenged

by the availability of C-DOT designed fixed-line switching equipment.

Despite these the lab survived these attempts only to face such an attempt

once again in the last few months of 2002.

According to some commentators, the functioning of C-DOT

throughout the nineties was characterized by a lack of proper direction

in research projects that it undertook. For instance according to one

commentator (Puliyenthuruthel, 2002), “while rest of the telecom world

moved on to wireless and IP (Internet Protocol) based technologies, C-

DOT rested on past laurels earned from its wonderfully robust small-

10 A detailed insider account of this destabikisation episode is available in a
blog written by an engineer in C-DOT, R Venkat Rajendran. See Rajendran
(2006).

11 See Das Gupta (1990).
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port RAXs (rural automatic exchanges). Throughout the 1990s, it made

small incremental steps to a MAX (main automatic exchange); came

with an IN(intelligent network) platform, an ATM (asynchronous transfer

mode) switch; some ISDN (integrated services digital network) boxes

and satellite products”.

A consequence of this destabilisation of the lab was it not receiving

strategic direction12 in deciding on the technologies that it would

concentrate on. The lab continued to focus on fixed-line telecom

technologies while the technology frontier itself had moved to mobile

communication technologies. This behaviour of C-DOT is in sharp

contrast with another pubic lab, ETRI in Korea, which had successfully

moved to mobile communication technologies in close collaboration

with leading telecom equipment manufacturers in that country (Mani,

2007). Subsequently, China too has shown remarkable progress in

nurturing and evolving innovation capability in mobile phones so much

to say that the country has even overtaken Korea as the leading

manufacturer and exporter of mobile phones in the world. Of the two, I

argue that the Korean case is more relevant for India as the model adopted

by Korea was more or less the same that was adopted by India and

domestic efforts in developing technological capability in

telecommunications equipment started in both the countries around the

same time, namely in 1985.  What is most impressive in the Korean case

is the fact that she did so by taking a huge risk in committing herself to

a lesser-diffused mobile communication standard, CDMA. So when

mobile phones started diffusing fast not just in Korea but also in the

world over, Korean manufacturers had a significant lead. In fact, one of

12 In fact the TIFAC (1996) report, which focused on forecasting
telecommunications technologies to year 2020, did not at all refer to mobile
communications as a future growth area.  This failure to predict the future
emergence of mobile communications as the future of telecommunications
technology has proved too costly for India’s efforts at building up a domestic
innovation and manufacturing capability.
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the Korean manufacturers has become the lead player in the mobile

phone technology arena. The way Korea went about developing its

innovation and manufacturing capability in mobile communications

provide us with an important lesson that technological capability in

complex technologies such as mobile communications are to be

assiduously built over a period time and this long years of experience

and learning will define its current innovation capability in terms of the

firms in that country developing its innovation capability in that

technology and also being able to keep pace with changes in the

technology. The Korean experience of developing innovation capability

in mobile communications is discussed in some detail below.

The Korean Case of Developing Innovation Capability

The Korean government has put in place a detailed and elaborate

system of innovation for facilitating innovative activity in this industry.

The innovation system has six main constituents. Central to the

innovation system are the research system and the manufacturers. As

has been noted before the strongest point about the innovation system

has been the close interaction that exists between the governments, the

research system the private sector manufacturers and the service

providers. This point can be amplified by examining two major

innovative achievements of the system, namely (a) development of the

TDX family of digital switching systems; and (b) the development and

commercialization of the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

technology in mobile telephony.

Development of Innovation Capability in Mobile Communications

Almost exactly the same year ETRI was in the process of

completing its development of TDX 1A switching exchange equipment

for fixed lines it embarked on the development of mobile communication

technology. This was a major strategic direction for the lab and for its

acquisition of innovation capability as Korea is the only country from
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the developing world to have foreseen the possibility of phenomenal

future growth in mobile communications. Deciding on CDMA as the

mobile technology was indeed fraught with difficulty as a number of

studies show that foreseeing which wireless technology is the most

profitable one is almost next to impossible (Fransman, 2002, Birchler,

Smyth, Martinez and Baker, 2003). In mobile communications, much of

the world had opted for the Global System for Mobile Communications

standard (GSM). See Table 3.

Table 3: Distribution of World mobile subscribers according to
technology, 2000-2004 (in millions)

2000      2004

(December 31)         (March 31)

GSM 455.1 1046.8

CDMA  82.2  199.1

W-CDMA -     4.3

PDC  50.8    62.4

US TDMA  65.2  111.2

Total digital subscribers 653.3 1440.0

Total analogue subscribers 68      16.5

Total wireless subscribers   1456.5

Source: https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/

(accessed on October 1, 2019).

After intense debate in the early 1990s, Korean authorities

eschewed known time division multiple access (TDMA) technologies

and set off down the relatively unknown CDMA road. Under the auspices

of the Korean Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute,

local vendors such as LGIC, Samsung, Hyundai and Maxon began to

develop systems based on Qualcomm’s CDMA common air interface

imported from the United States. TDMA systems such as GSM and digital

AMPS (D-AMPS) were perceived to be maturing technologies that were
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approaching their performance limits rather than future technologies

with greater possibilities. Based on the accumulated experience of the

TDX project, the CDMA project too adopted the same organizational

form by having a tightly knot sectoral system of innovation. Following

the usual practice, I first present a history of the project followed by its

organisation and funding and then its economic effects to the Korean

economy at large.

Development history of the project was spread over a period of 9

years beginning 1989 (Table 4). The main difference between this one

and an earlier R&D project  on fixed-line digital switching equipment

was that this was a proprietary technology originally developed and

owned by the US telecom manufacturer, Qualcomm. So the project was

conceived of as one of joint development.

Table 4:  Development history of CDMA technology, 1989-1996

Jan 1989 : Initial of digital cellular system development by

ETRI

Aug 1991 : Joint Development Agreement (JDA) with

Qualcomm, Inc.

Dec 1992 : Roaming Test System (RTS) by  Qualcomm

delivered, installed and field-tested in Taejon, Korea

Jan 1993 : Manufacturers designated for joint development with

Qualcomm and ETRI

Mar 1993 : Korean CDMA Systems (CMS) -1 high level design

(HLD) started

Aug 1993 : CMS-1 low level design (LLD) started

Nov 1993 : RTS installed and field tested in Seoul

Dec 1993 : CMS-1 hardware implemented and installed for

integration

Cont'd.....
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Apr 1994 : CMS-1 software installed and the first successful

call made

Jun 1994 : CDMA mobile systems (CMS) -2 implemented and

the first successful call made

Sep 1994 : CMS V 2.2. equipped with basic functions of IS-95

developed and transferred to designated

manufacturers (DMs)

Nov 1994 : CMS V 2.3 equipped with more functions (handoff,

frame staggering, etc.) developed and transferred to

DMs

Jan 1995 : CMS-2 commercial field test started in Seoul

Jun 1995 : CMs-2 commercial field test completed

Oct 1995 :  Commercial systems deployed and tested in Seoul

Jan 1996 : Commercial service deployed in Incheon by SK

Telecom

Apr 1996 : Commercial service began in Seoul, Taejon and

connection highways by Korea SK Telecom and

Shinsegi Telecom

Source: Asian Technology Information Program (1998).

Organisation and Funding: Like the TDX switching equipment R&D

project ETRI was the main institution involved in the project together

with the foreign partner, Qualcomm. Four domestic manufacturers,

namely Hyundai Electronics Industries, L.G Information and

Communications, Samsung Electronics., and Maxon Electronics joined

the project to develop a commercial CDMA system with a target date for

commercial service of early 1996. The key CDMA components are three

application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) chips-a cell-site modem

chip, a mobile station modem chip and a baseband analog chip. These

have been supplied by Qualcomm, and delays in delivery and technical

hitches were present with increasing regularity. But ETRI and Korean
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manufacturers have been developing their own versions. The Korean

government is now in the midst of developing the International Mobile

Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)16 or third-generation mobile

technology: 200 professional engineers are working towards the

enhancement of IMT-2000. In short ETRI was able to keep pace with

changes in technology and move to the next frontier (Table 5).

Table 5: Network evolution in CDMA technology in Korea, 1996-
2003

Technology CDMA CDMA CDMA W-CDMA

Vintage CDMA IS- CDMA  2000 1X EV-DO 1x EV-DO /

95A/B (2G) 1x(2.5G) (3G) W-CDMA

(3G)

Date of January October February December

Introduction 1996 2000 2002 2003

IS-95 A

August 1999

 is-95B

Maximum 95 A: 14.4 153.6 2.4 Mbps R 99:384 kbps

speed Kbps R4:2 Mbps

95B: 64 Kbps R5:10  Mbps

Source: Field research notes

The total cost of the CDMA project over the entire period is

estimated to be US $ 65 billion. Samsung alone has spent more than

$200 million on the project, which involved 1,200 researchers. Part of

the financing came from service operators, who had to donate a

percentage of their revenues to telecom research. Another part came

directly and indirectly from customers, who had to pay a special tax of

around $50 on signing up, up to $1,000 for a handset, a $250 deposit
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and a $100 activation fee. Thus the project is a unique case of even the

ultimate consumers financing the creation of a new technology.

Economic Effects: As seen earlier, the CDMA system technology had

the largest market creation effect. There are three major benefits to the

Korean economy. First of all Korea managed to acquire both innovation

and manufacturing capabilities in not just CDMA technology but also

in GSM as well. It has now, as a result, become one of the leading

manufacturers of both mobile handsets and base stations. Despite strong

competition from the US company Apple and the new Chinese

manufacturers, Samsung continues to be the world leader in smartphones

accounting for over 20 per cent of the world market for such phones

(Table 6). Thus it has effectively created a large and growing new industry

with a value-added creation of 92 trillion Korean Won and which

provides employment to about 2.2 million people. The second

contribution is the fact that Korea has systematically increased its

innovation capability in telecommunications technologies and this is

indicated by the growing number of telecom patents secured by Korean

manufacturers and research institutes at the USPTO (Figure 8). Although

India too has increased its patenting record almost the entire telecom

patents from India were filed by MNC R&D centres in India and most of

these R&D centres employed Indian engineers who were erstwhile

employees of C-DOT. The third important contribution of CDMA

technology is the increasing exports of handsets and systems which still

account for a significant portion of Korea’s ICT exports. However in

more recent period Korea’s exports of mobile phones have declined

very sharply due two factors (Figure 9). First, the major Korean

manufacturer, Samsung has now established manufacturing facilities in

emerging markets like Vietnam and India and so exports to these growing

markets have now been replaced with domestic production in such

markets. Second, there has been a strong competition to the Korean

exports to exports from the new mobile phone manufacturers from China

and indeed from established competitors from the USA such as Apple. It
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was seen earlier that the CDMA technology was jointly developed by

ETRI and Qualcomm. As part of the agreement the manufacturers had to

pay a royalty of 5.25 percent based on the total handset price excluding

packing and batteries (instead of the chip and related software prices).

Over time with the increase in the price of newer vintages of handsets

(like the smartphones for instance) this amount of royalty to be paid to

Qualcomm is imposing a major burden on the manufacturers.

Table 6: World market shares in smart phones, 2017-2019 (in percent)

Column 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2019
 Q4  Q1  Q2  Q3  Q4  Q1

Samsung   18.90   23.50   21.00   20.30   18.80   23.00

Huawei   10.70   11.80   15.90   14.60   16.20   18.90

Apple   19.60   15.70   12.10   13.20   18.30   11.80

Xiaomi    7.10     8.40     9.50     9.50     6.70    8.90

Vivo*    6.00     5.60     7.90     8.30     6.90    7.40

Oppo*    6.90     7.40     8.60     8.40     7.90    7.40

Others  30.90   27.60   25.00   25.70   25.10  22.70

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Source: IDC, https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/

vendor (accessed on October 1 2019).

Figure 8: Trends in telecom patenting by Korean, Chinese and Indian
inventors at the USPTO

Source: https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/data/

telecomm.htm#PartA1_1a (accessed on October 2, 2019).
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Figure 9: Exports of mobile phones from China, India and Korea
Source: UN Comtrade.

Policy Instruments used by Korea to Achieve Innovation Capability

From our discussion of the two cases of innovation capability, it

is abundantly clear that the main determinant of this capability is the

strong policy support provided by the Korean government to ETRI and

the manufacturers. It is this strategic and proactive role played by the

government that is the main determinant. In order to accomplish this

state has provided financial incentives for the creation of new

technology and then has used public technology procurement as an

instrument to assure a ready market for the generated technology. Finally

the availability of adequate quantity of extremely well-trained scientists

and engineers is still another important determinant. I discuss these

three issues separately.

(i)  Financial Incentives for Technology Creation: One of the main

components of Korea’s innovation system is the public laboratory, ETRI.

As seen earlier ETRI’s budget largely comes from the Korean government

in terms of research grants. In addition, the Ministry of Information and

Communication maintains three separate research grant schemes and

the disbursals under these three have been continually increasing. In
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addition fiscal incentives are available to private sector enterprises in

the form of R&D tax credits etc.

(ii)    Public Technology Procurement: This is yet another instrument

that has been very successfully by a number of both developed and

developing countries as well to promote their respective high tech

industries. Korea too has used this, especially during the development

of TDX fixed telephone equipment. Prior to the financial crisis 1997,

Korea was one of the fastest growing telecommunications markets in

Asia. However, Korea has always been a difficult market for foreign

companies to penetrate. Historically, the Korean government has

protected and fostered the growth of the Korean telecommunications

industry through strict regulation of equipment type approval

procedures, the setting of standards that are unique to Korea, implicit

and explicit “buy local” policies. The United States has had a long

history of telecommunications market access problems in Korea, and

the U.S. Government has initiated several rounds of negotiation with

Korea, resulting in a series of telecommunications market access

agreements over the past 10 years. The exchange of correspondence

between Korean US diplomats refers to this public technology

procurement strategy followed by the Korean government.However in

the case of CDMA technology, there was no necessity to use public

technology procurement as the handsets were affordable to individual

customers. The emphasis placed by the government on informatisation

of the Korean economy is another additional factor that provided a

ready or assured market for this new technology.

(iii)    Human Resources Development: Given the strong emphasis

given by the Korean state the country always had a copious supply of

extremely well-trained engineers and scientists. The density of R&D

personnel in the country has actually increased from 64 per 10, 000

labour force in 1990 to about 108 in 2001 (Korea Industrial Technology

Association, 2003). In fact, it was seen earlier that the number of

researchers in ETRI has actually shown an increase.
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Contrast between Korean and Indian Efforts

Although Korea and India followed the same model of developing

innovation capability in telecommunications equipment and that too

almost exactly in the same year, Korea was able to predict rather

accurately the future trajectory of telecom technologies with a certain

amount of precision. The country took heavy risks and prepared its

manufacturing enterprises to move to mobile communications using a

not so tried out and popular mobile communications standard. India, on

the contrary, not only failed to predict the future of telecommunications

technology but also interfered with and destabiized its public laboratory

which, from all counts, would have had the potential to develop such

capability.Further, the country also did not have a single manufacturer

worth the name with any technological capability in mobile

communication technologies. So when mobile phone subscription grew

exponentially, the country could not boast having any credible

manufacturers of mobile phones.  The few domestic manufacturers which

have sprung up have been relying on imported parts, and as such, they

are mere ‘assemblers” of imported parts. This explains the high import

dependence of the industry and this import dependence is expected to

continue in the foreseeable future as the intellectual property right in

the form of patents in several mobile communication technologies is

held by MNCs, and these MNCs have successfully been able to protect

their patents in India.  In fact, an examination of the applications for

patents in mobile communications technologies before the Indian Patent

Office shows that almost all the applicants are from abroad. (Annexure 3).

Of the approximately 23,500 total patents identified by Contreras and

Lakshane (2017), a total of only eighteen patent applications, but no

issued patents, were held by three Indian firms (Spice Digital, HCL, and

Videocon).Further, majority of the patent holders in state-of-the-art

mobile technologies such as 4G and 5G are also either Chinese, Korean

or Western telecom equipment manufacturers (Table 7) forcing Indian

manufacturers to depend on these companies.
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Table 7:  Major patent holders in 4G and 5G mobile technology
(Percentage shares)

Patent holders 4G 5G

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. (China) 12.54 15.05

Nokia (incl. Alcatel- Lucent) (Finland) 9.47 13.82

Samsung  (South Korea) 11.54 12.74

LG Electronics (South Korea) 8.38 12.34

ZTE  Corp. (China) 4.77 11.70

QUALCOMM Inc. (U.S.) 8.65 8.19

Ericsson Inc. (Sweden) 6.72 7.93

Intel Corp (U.S.) 2.30 5.34

China Academy of Telecommunications 4.48 5.28

Technology (CATT) (China)

Sharp Corp (Japan) 3.69 4.53

Guangdong Oppo Mobile Telecommunications 0.33 2.00

Corp. Ltd. (China)

Fujitsu Limited (Japan) 1.81 0.19

Inter Digital Technology Corp (U.S.) 2.95 0.17

Sony Corporation (Japan) 1.33 0.14

Media TekInc (Taiwan) 0.43 0.13

Apple Inc (U.S.) 1.34 0.12

Source: Tanaka (2019)

This lack of internal R&D in mobile communication technologies

has forced Indian manufacturers into patent litigation with Western

telecom equipment manufacturers, and the existence of numerous patents

by Western MNCs in India have acted as a strong barrier to entry for

Indian manufacturers as well. There have been patent infringement cases

against three of the leading domestic mobile phone manufacturers by

one of the leading Telecom manufacturers in the world, Ericsson of

Sweden, The case has finally reached the Competition Commission of
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India (CCI) as the patent litigation was curtailing the degree of

competition in the market for mobile phones13.  The Indian mobile

phone manufacturer Micromax alleged that Ericsson was demanding

unfair, discriminatory and exorbitant royalty for its patents regarding

GSM technology. The royalty demanded by Ericsson was excessive

when compared to royalties charged by other patentees for patents that

were similar or comparable to the patents held by Ericsson. The CCI

issued a preliminary order finding evidence that Ericsson had abused

the dominant position created by its standard-essential patents and

ordered a full investigation by the Director-General. Similar competition

claims against Ericsson were brought by two other domestic

manufacturers, Intex and iBall. The new communications policy of 2018

has a provision to ensure that royalties charged for Standard Essential

Patents be on FRAND terms.

4. Conclusions: There is evidence to show that domestic

production of mobile phones has registered some significant increases

since 2015-16. However, these are largely by MNCs based on imported

parts. As such, no domestic production or innovation capability has

been created or is in the offing in the foreseeable future.  This dependent

development has led to India’s technology trade deficit increasing on

account of increased royalty and license fee payments besides dividends

and profits being repatriated abroad.  The exercise shows that while we

have started making mobile phones in India to reverse the growing

trade deficit in telecommunications equipment, this is leading to

increased imports of parts and a worsening Gross Value Added to Gross

Value of Output ratio. So domestic manufacturing does not seem to be

an antidote to reducing the growing trade deficit in the merchandise

account of India’s Balance of Payments. The telecommunications

revolution is leading to a dependent form of development. A stricter

13 Details of this specific case can be found in Competition Commission of
India (2013) and Contreras and Lakshane (2017).
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monitoring of the PMP may go some way toward reducing this otherwise

undesirable trend.

The fact that India is depending too much on foreign technology

and imported parts for establishing a mobile phone manufacturing

industry is the result of a faulty policy of not strategically directing her

dedicated public R&D programme to do develop capability in mobile

phones. In this way the lesson to be learned is from Korea and now

China both of whom assiduously built up much internal innovation

capability in mobile phone technology and so when demand for mobile

phones grew in both their respective domestic markets, and indeed in

foreign markets, both the countries have telecommunications companies

which not only are to service their domestic markets but also the export

markets. In fact, both the countries have firms, which have become the

leading players in the world in mobile phone technology.  The Korean

case highlights the importance of history and also takes the right strategic

directions at the right time. This is because of technological capability

building is cumulative and path-dependent.

Given the state of affairs, what possibly can be the way out?

Instruments such as the PMP may reduce the extent of imports of parts

and components and thereby improving the domestic value-added to

value of output ratio. But given the lack of innovation capability the

dependent form of development that we are currently forced to follow is

likely to continue. The only way that this can be reversed is for the

country to make a wholehearted attempt at reviving the public laboratory,

C-DOT so that focuses on recent trends mobile communication

technology. In fact, a consortium approach is to be adopted to link the

laboratory with domestic manufacturing firms so that the fruits of R&D

can immediately be transferred. Without such a strong fillip to domestic

R&D efforts, innovation capability can neither be maintained nor

improved upon. The experience of China in nurturing her innovation

capability in telecommunications equipment is an excellent recent

example for us in India to emulate.
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Annexure 1: Manufacturing of Mobile Handsets in India- Official
and Semi-Official Claims

a.  Official Claim from the Press Information Bureau

According to the government, 127 units are manufacturing mobile

handsets in the country and all of them are operating from the Domestic

Tariff Area (DTA).  As per information received from the Department of

Commerce, M/s Flextronics Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd. and M/s Pertech

Exports Pvt. Ltd. has been granted letter of approval for manufacture of

mobile handsets in SEZs.

As per information received from the Ministry of Electronics and

Information Technology(MeitY), the mobile handset manufacturing

operations in DTA are governed by the applicable duty structure. The

benefits available to manufacturers of mobile handsets include

rationalized tariff structure and a Phased Manufacturing Programme

(PMP) and their sub-assemblies, parts, availing Capex benefits under

the Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS), 100% FDI 

permitted for manufacture of mobile handsets and their sub-assemblies,

parts, export incentive of 4% of FoB value of export under the

Merchandise Export from India Scheme (MEIS) and specified capital

goods for manufacture of mobile handsets are permitted for import at

‘Nil’ Basic Customs Duty (BCD).

Benefits available to the units under SEZ Act, 2005 & SEZ Rules,

2006 include duty free import and domestic procurement of goods for

development, operation and maintenance of SEZ units, 100% Income

Tax exemption on export income for SEZ units under Section 10AA of

the Income Tax Act for first 5 years, 50% for next 5 years thereafter and

50% of the ploughed back export profit for next 5 years, exemption

from GST and supplies to SEZs are zero-rated under IGST Act, 2017 and

exemption from other levies as imposed by the respective State

Governments.
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MeitY has received representations from industry, industry

associations, including M/s Samsung India Electronics Pvt Ltd in respect

of Phased Manufacturing Programme (PMP) for 2019-20.  MeitY has

informed that its proposal to defer PMP for cellular mobile handsets, its

sub-assemblies and parts, sub-parts, inputs of the sub-assemblies thereof

has been accepted by the Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance.

Source: Press Information Bureau (2019)

Figure Annexure 1: Mobile phone production in numbers

Source: ibef.org based on MeitY data.

(b)   Semi-Official Claim from the India Brand Equity Fund

An Exciting Future

The mobile phone manufacturing industry is expected to reach a

size of USD 217 billion by 2020. Moreover, rise in mobile-phone

penetration and decline in data costs will add 500 million new internet

users in India over the next five years. Fast Track Task Force (FTTF),

under the Indian Ministry of Electronics and IT, estimates a 500 million

mobile phones production in India by 2019, valued at USD 46 billion.

The target is also to create a component manufacturing production

worth USD 8 billion and employment worth USD 1.5 million by 2019.

The factors that will ensure the market remains on an upward curve,
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including low smartphone penetration, ease of foreign investment in

India, and the ascendency of Long-Term Evolution.

Source: https://www.ibef.org/blogs/mobile-phone-manufacturing-in-

india-towards-a-brighter-future (accessed on October 2, 2019).

Annexure 2: Market shares of feature and smartphone manufacturers

a)     Market share of Feature phones, Quarter 2 of 2018

(b)   Market share of smartphones

Source: Indian Cellular and Electronics Association  (2018), p.19.
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Annexure 3: Cumulative number of patents issued to Foreign and
Indian manufacturers by the Indian Patent Office  in mobile
technology, 2000-2015 (Number)

  Assignee Nationality Patents  applied

Qualcomm United States 5,954

Ericsson Sweden 1,843

Samsung South Korea 1,827

Nokia Finland 1,744

Microsoft United States 1,557

Philips Netherlands 1,460

Sony Japan 1,235

Alcatel Lucent France 971

Motorola United States 842

LG South Korea 791

RIM/Blackberry Canada 782

Panasonic Japan 537

NTT Docomo Japan 523

Huawei Japan 470

Siemens Germany 366

Intel United States 331

ZTE China 303

Inter Digital United States 288

Apple United States 256

Hewlett-Packard United States 225

NEC Japan 209

IBM United States 203

Cisco United States 165

Google United States 132

Fujitsu Japan 89

Canon Japan 87

Hitachi Japan 84

Cont'd.....
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Yahoo United States 70

Oracle United States 59

Toshiba Japan 36

AT&T United States 23

SAP Germany 22

ETRI South Korea 21

Broadcom United States 17

Nortel Canada 17

Texas Instruments United States 12

HCL India 11

Spice Digital India 6

Videocon India 1

Source: Contreras and Lakshane (2019).

.
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